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Nuclear Reg 21atory Conission
Office of Nucle ar Besctor Feculation
Washington, D.C. 2'555;

Dear NBCt

I was watching the FIVE ALIVE 10 p.m. n:wacast on TV the other
ni ght. Their news department reported tnat the Grand River
Dam Authority in Oklahoma is curtailing electric production
because of low water levels. It was reported that drought -

conditions have contributed to low levels in Oklah n lakes,
and in order to keep those levels from falling further, the ,

,

GRDA is cutting lack or electric production at dans on those
lakes.

On the surface, the drought decs not appear to be that had.
I have not heard of any water rationing. It has not been
sec.ething that has been publicized before in the news. And
yet, it is having serious effects on electric generating in
the state. (Production curtailment is,a serious effect of
drought).

It makes me wonder what effects a really serious drought
would have on ec:= unities, industry, electric generation...
especially what effect a serious dry spell would have if the
Black Fox Station were in operation with its heavy drain of
large amounts of water.

.

This is a very serious' question which has not been sufficiently
ans wered. What will be the effects of a serious, extended
drou tt in northeastern Oklahoma? Will enough water bee

available for both Black Fox Station (which will consume vast
quantities) and other needs?

I hope your agency is actively pursuing the answers to these
questions. No other issue is so basic to the needs of the
people of Oklahoma.

Sincerely,
, -,
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Bill Bryant
26h6 NW Eleventh Street
Oklahoma City, OK. 73107
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